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Introduction to WINk
In just over two years WINk has revolutionized the blockchain gaming space with its profit
sharing dividend model. With over 65% of its revenue being shared with its token holders,
the decentralized gaming platform has spearheaded a new way for companies to engage
with their customers and treat them as true partners.
There’s an old saying in the gambling world that “the house always wins”. Casino’s are
highly profitable for a reason. The odds are stacked in their favour. Through the innovative
use of blockchain technology, the decentralized casino WINk has managed to turn that
saying on its head. The house still wins, but now so does the player.
House VS The Player
The relationship between casinos and players has traditionally been a one-way street. Brick
and mortar casinos offer players free stays as well as food and drink to keep them playing
for longer. The longer they play the more the casino wins. Online casinos lure players with
sign up bonuses, cashback and loyalty schemes to keep people playing but still with the idea
that players are there to be milked.
WINk has revolutionized its relationship with its customers and through its revenue sharing
model has turned players from cash cows into cash partners. Through gambling, players
earn a stake in the casino and receive daily dividends in multiple currencies. It’s the ultimate
WIN WIN business model and is going down a storm.
According to Dappreview, WINk was the most popular DApp in 2019, recording a turnover of
over 2.8 Billion dollars. It has by far been the most popular and successful Dapp in terms of
revenue.
WINk’s Products
Wink has one of the widest ranges of games of any blockchain gaming platform. Since its
launch in 2018 WINk has consistently innovated and added new games to its roster.
Dice
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Dice was WINK's first game when it launched in 2018. The game is simple but a lot of fun.
Dice gave WINk the opportunity to showcase the true potential of behavioral mining, profit
sharing and decentralized ownership. In Dice players choose a number and predict whether
the number will be over or under.
Dice can either be played to gamble or played to mine. When mining, players bet on the
highest probability of a win with a small percentage of their bankroll in order to mine as many
tokens as possible.
Moon

Moon is a game where players are paid based on a multiplier that starts from 1x and can
reach highs of over 250x. The multiplier increases steadily, but can crash to zero at any
point. Players can cash out at any point in time and receive the multiplier value.
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Ring

Ring & Duel is a simple and engaging game where players choose which color they predict
the wheel will land on - grey rewards 2x the wager, red 3x, blue 5x and gold 50x.
Duel

Duel has the same gameplay as Ring except its PVP. Players can create their own matches
and play against other players.
Mine
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Mine is based on the classic game minesweeper. Players have to choose a path across
minefields of various sizes. The win multiplier increases as you travel across and you can
cash out at any point. If you land on a mine you lose.
Binarium

Binarium stimulates binary options trading. Players bet on whether prices will go up or down.
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Slots

WINk has a wide variety of slots from popular providers such as Platipus & NETENT with
new providers coming on board all the time. In-house WINk branded slots are currently in
development.
Table Games

There is a full range of table games commonly found in casinos, including andar
Bahar, Sic-Bo and Russian poker.
Live Casino
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The live casino section hosts exciting games such as Monopoly Live, Deal or No Deal and
Wheel of Fortune. There is also a full range of casino games with live dealers such as
Baccarat.
Sports Betting

Sports betting covers the full range of international games covering every sport you can think
of from Football to NFL and even Esports. There are also virtual sports such as virtual horse
racing and football.
Poker
Poker launched in 2019 and has just gone through its first major redesign and is currently in
Alpha. Poker on WINk has cash tables, sit and go and tournaments. In June 2019 WINk
hosted the first charity poker cup and raised over $170,000.
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Gaming Licences
In order to comply with gaming regulations WINk has undergone a rigorous compliance
process and successfully achieved licences for both Curacao and Costa Rica.
WINk has made great efforts on the compliance of our interactive gaming platform based on
careful consideration. In order to eliminate the possibility of illegally operating or violating the
domain name or closing the platform, we are currently holding gaming licences from both
Curacao and Costa Rica. Both licenses mark a tremendously important step in our strategy
to become a fully licensed and legal interactive gaming platform.
Why do we choose Curaçao?
Curaçao Gaming is one of the oldest online gaming regulators in the world and we will
receive a master gaming license issued by the Ministry of Justice. Official Decree of the
Central Government of Curaçao (formerly the Netherlands Antilles) No 365/JAZ dated
August 18, 1998 No 14 signed by the Minister of Justice laying down the Master License
granted to Gaming Services Provider allowing the operation of Games of Chance on the
International market via service lines. Business scope includes Curaçao and also in
countries where there is no requirement to a local license. A Curaçao license has no
restrictions on the territories which its licensees intend to do business with. And most
importantly, the Curaçao license takes less time and the license is already in the process of
acquisition. It is expected that the license will be obtained before the project’s official launch.
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Why do we choose Costa Rica?
For Costa Rica gaming license, it is allowed to get players from any country beside Costa
Rica with Costa Rica solution. It means our games are open to users from all legally
gambling countries. This means our games are open to users from all countries where online
gambling is legal. Furthermore, WINk is able to run most kinds of gambling under the Costa
Rica license.
Neither licence is easy to get, applicants are required to undergo a diligent selection process
to ensure they are responsible gaming operators. Only organizations with significant
financial resources and technical capabilities are capable of passing the application.
To date WINk is the only blockchain casino that's successfully secured two gaming licenses,
testament to both their capability and ambition. Despite this WINk is in the process of
applying for further licenses to expand its offering around the globe. The next focus is to
secure licenses targeting the lucrative regions of North America and Europe. When achieved
these will have a significant impact on WINK's plans for global growth.
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MultiCurrency & Poloniex
Players on WINk have been able to play with multiple currencies since the end of 2019
including Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash and BNB BEP20. In August 2020 WINk took this a step
further with a groundbreaking partnership with Poloniex. Users can now login to WINk
directly with their Poloniex Wallet enabling Poloniex users to transfer their assets seamlessly
to the site with one login for both platforms. Poloniex users can now play with any of the over
100 digital assets listed on the exchange.
WINk Community
Since its inception the WINk community has played a big part in its success. WINk’s
community is dedicated and loyal and not afraid to speak their mind about the platform's
direction, good or bad. A big part of this is down to the mining mechanism. As players play
on WINk they mine sub tokens which when staked earn them a certain percentage of the
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sub platforms daily revenue. Players effectively earn a share of profit in the Casino as they
play. Each one of them becomes one of the owners of a multi-billion dollar platform. Few
companies have such a type of relationship with their customers.
WINk on Binance Smart Chain
A new WINk platform will be launched on Binance Smart Chain.This will run alongside the
existing WINk platform but will be a separate site operating entirely on Binance Smart Chain
with all betting in BNB. Starting off with Dice, WINk’s wide range of games will over time all
be launched on the new platform enabling BNB holders to enjoy the market leading games
that WINk offers.
Why build a new platform on a new chain?
In spite of WINk’s rapid success it remains the case that many cryptocurrency holders have
a tribal outlook to their digital assets of choice and are often reluctant to try Dapps outside of
their ecosystem. By launching on Binance Smart Chain with the backing of Binance we open
up the platform to a new range of asset holders.
Benefits to WIN Holders
WIN holders will benefit by receiving WINdrops on both WINk platforms - the existing WINk
platform and the new site running on Binance Smart Chain. 50% of the revenue on the new
platform will be distributed to WIN/DICE/LIVE holders.
Why Binance Smart Chain
BNB with the backing of Binance has one of the broadest infrastructures of any digital
asset.BNB is accepted for travel payments through its partnership with Travelbybit and
Travala. It can also be used to purchase property via Propy and pay credit card bills via
Crypto.com.
Alongside Binance’s ever growing range of products, the outlook for BNB’s growth continues
daily.
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Binance Smart Chain maintains high performance. It offers low latency and high throughput
for a large user base. With one second block times, 1 confirmation finality and low fees, the
chain is ideal for a high volumes gaming platform such as WINk.
WINk will be the first large scale Decentralized Application to launch on the Binance Smart
Chain, demonstrating both to BNB holders the revolutionary potential of DApps and to future
Dapp developers the chain's unique merits.
As WINk evolves, it plans to add more DApps and open up to developers branching out into
mainstream gaming business. Running two platforms on two different chains, WINk will
encourage more developers to build DApps on it, knowing they will be able to access two
independent markets.
Binance Smart Chain Token Economy
Initially all betting will be in BNB. Moving forward, a broader range of tokens on the Binance
Smart Chain such as BUSD will also be added.
Mining
The first game to launch on the new platform will be DICE. As players wager they earn
tokens (BLINk).
Mining becomes increasingly difficult when a certain amount of BNB has been wagered on
the platform. Once this amount has been reached, players move onto a new mining stage*.
The difficulty of each mining stage increases incrementally. The low mining cost at launch
incentivizes early players and adopters, rewarding them for their support.
Players that freeze their mined tokens before the end of each day will receive daily drops
from WINk’s daily pool on Binance Smart Chain. Daily profit is shared equally between token
holders based on the number of tokens they hold.
Players log into their BNB wallets via Metamask, and BNB drops will be deposited into the
wallets along with the frozen tokens everyday without exception. In the future BLINk will be
tradeable on Binance Exchange.
WINk on Binance Revenue Sharing
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Revenue from WINk on Binance will be shared in the following way:
50% will be distributed to BLINk(BLK) holders on a daily basis.
50% will be distributed to WIN/DICE/LIVE holders.
This distribution incentivizes new players from WINk on Binance but also rewards existing
WIN holders for their support. BLINk(BLK) holders will receive their payout directly into their
wallets on a daily basis. The mechanism for WIN holders to receive their daily BNB payout is
still being finalized but they will receive 50% of the daily pool in proportion to the size of their
WIN/DICE/LIVE holdings.
BLINk(BLK)Token
Designed as WINk’s parallel project being run by the same logic on Binance Smart Chain,
we would like this project to inherit WINk’s genes as a blockchain-based entertainment
platform that lives by the mantra “Benefits-for-all”. Meanwhile, the project will have its roots
firmly planted in a brand new soil, Binance Smart Chian. Therefore, we come up with the
name BLINk, a synonym for WINk. B stands for Binance Smart Chain, while ‘link’ refers to
the strategic partnership between WINk and Binance Smart Chain.
BLINk（BLK） is the platform token of WINk on Binance. BLINk holders are the platform’s
core user base.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of the BLINk（BLK） token’s use cases.
● Staking and governance rights. WINk actively encourages its user base to participate as
both players and community members. Users are able to use their BLINk tokens and BLINk
Power to participate in the governance of the WINk on Binance platform. By incentivizing a
knowledgeable and engaged community, WINk encourages high retention rates and ensures
the platform grows in response to player feedback.
● Exclusive opportunities and experiences. The WINk team are veterans within the gaming
industry and understand how to build hype and create unforgettable game experiences. The
recent Binance Charity Poker Cup that was hosted on the platform gave users a once-in-alifetime opportunity to play alongside celebrities like Spencer Dinwidde, CZ, Justin Sun, and
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more. In the future, the BLINk token will provide access to similar opportunities that are
never available on any other platform.
● Staking for BLINk Power. BLINk token holders maximize the value of their tokens by
staking for BLINk Power. A user’s BLINk Power is directly proportional to the amount of
BLINk that is staked. Staking proceeds via smart contract.
Staked BLINk cannot be traded, sold, or used in any way. In order to unstake WIN, users
must unfreeze their tokens and wait for 48 hours. Users can reclaim all staked tokens.
● Distribution of Staking Rewards. BLINk is used to redistribute rewards to those who make
the WINk on Binance platform possible.
BLINk（BLK） Token Information
Max Supply:

999,999,999

Decimal:

6

Token:

BEP20

Token Issuance
Mining

30% (including Genesis mining)

Ecosystem support

20%

Binance Gaming developers support

15%

Team

15%

IDO：

20%
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Token Issuance
IDO
20%

Mining (including
Genesis mining)
30%

Team
15%
Binance Gaming
developers support
15%

Ecosystem support
20%

Mining Rules
BLINk is released into circulation only when players wager BNB on the platform. Wagering
requirements change whenever 666,666 tokens are released into circulation (mined). There
are a total of 450 levels of 666,666 BLINk tokens each partitioned into 45 stages, each stage
containing 10 levels.
Starting from the wagering requirement of 0.1 BNB at level 1, stage 1 to earn 1 BLINK token.
Mining difficulty increases by 0.01 BNB per level.
Mining Stages
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Mining stages
600,000,000
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0
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Total mined BLINk by weeks (Approximately 4 years)

As BLINk tokens are released into circulation there will be a synchronized unlocking of 40%
on the project side and 60% on the user side. 40% of the projects share will be used to build
the WINk on Binance Ecosystem.
Profit Distribution
BLINk token holders receive their rewards (drops) once every 24 hours at 03:00 UTC.
Whenever the drop pool is positive at 03:00 UTC, 50% of the total accumulated winnings are
paid to token holders who have staked (frozen) their tokens.
The remaining 50% will be distributed to the WINk community pools in the following
amounts.
WIN (60%), DICE (20%), Live (20%)
Total Breakdown of Daily Profit Distribution from the WINk on Binance drop pool
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Profit Distribution
LIVE, 10%

DICE, 10%

BLINk, 50%

WIN, 30%

WINk users can choose to receive BLINk and BNB dividends with either Metamask or their
Poloniex wallet.
WINk on Binance Roadmap
Q4 2020
• Launch new Dice games such as Moon, Mine and Duel
• Launch slots under Live games
• Launch Sports Betting under Live games
• Add user hierarchy system
• New player acquisition
Q1 2021
• Launch Table games under Live games
• Launch Live Casino games under Live games
• Launch Poker
• Improve user hierarchy system
Q2 2021
• SDK and API release
• Partnership with major traditional gaming enterprises
• New user loyalty and reward system - beta
• List BINK on further world-class exchanges
Q3 2021
• Poker Update
• News Dice/Live games addition
• Launch gaming dApp store
• Launch the open platform for external dapps
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Vision for the Future of WINk on Binance
WINk’s launch on the Binance Smart Chain further consolidates its position as the leading
Blockchain Gaming Platform while growing its market share and introducing its revenue
sharing model to a wider market. Binance is the most widely used cryptocurrency exchange
in the world. Wink’s launch on the Binance Smart Chain further legitimises its position in the
market with the combined support from WINk and Binance. WINk is undoubtedly becoming
a force to be reckoned with.
The launch brings mutual benefits for the Binance Smart Chain. As the most popular
blockchain gaming platform in the world WINk has a large number of users. Many of these
will be keen to invest in early stage mining on the WINk on Binance platform. For many of
those it will be their first venture on the Binance Smart Chain. Meanwhile, BNB players will
also explore the platform Binance Smart Chain and try out the existing site. With expansion
to other chains, WINk will get closer to its goal of disrupting traditional online casinos.
As WINk enters Q4 of 2020, it will open itself up to external Dapps by providing a set of tools
that enable Dapp developers to easily and swiftly plug existing DApps and games into the
site. A greater variety of games will spark higher engagement, which will benefit all
stakeholders on the platform.
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